


1 TURPIN HERO (with Notts Alliance)
2 THE BONNY GREEN WOODS (with Muckram Wakes)
3 THE DEATH OF BILL BROWN
4 THE THREE BUTCHERS (self-accompanied on guitar)
5 THE ULLSWATER PACK (with chorus)
6 POOR OWD ‘OSS (with Notts Alliance)
7 GENERAL LUDD’S TRIUMPH (with Muckram Wakes)
8 POVERTY KNOCK (with combined groups)
9 THE STREAMS OF LOVELY NANCY
10 ROBIN HOOD AND THE TANNER (with Notts Alliance and Roger Watson, dulcimer)
11 THE ‘ROYAL OAK’
12 STRIKE THE BELL (with Notts Alliance)
13 McCAFFERTY
14  ALL THROUGH THE ALE (with Roger Watson, concertina)
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Notts Alliance comprises: lan Stewart, Roger Grimes and Laurence Platt, with 2 melodeons,
piano-accordion, concertina, guitar, whistle, and tambourine.
Muckram Wakes (Derby based) consists of: Roger Watson, Helen Wainwright and John Tams,
with concertina, dulcimer, fiddle, bouzouki, whistle and drum.
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About The Singer
Roy Harris, born 1933. Sandiacre (Notts-Derbyshire border), 
school till 15, National Service in Royal Artillery 1951-3, 
regular service in RAF 1954-9. Subsequently worked in cloth-
ing factory, sweet factory, paper warehouse, light engineering, 
laundry, lorry-loader and such. Became a professional singer 
of folk songs in 1964. Among his early musical influences he 
numbers Frank Crumit, Burl Ives, Josh White, Bessie Smith, 
Stanley Holloway, Spike Jones, Tennessee Ernie, Big Bill 
Campbell, lssy Bonn, and the Weavers. Among later influenc-
es - jazz, blues, American white song, English folk song. ‘the 
folk music revival. wherein I’ve been influenced by everyone 
I’ve heard’, he says.

He started the Nottingham Traditional Music Club in 1967, 
and declares: ‘It contains just about all the things I think 
folk clubs should be about - a productive force in promoting 
participation, enjoyment and knowledge of folk music, dance, 
custom. etc., rather than a weekly concert for some individu-
als’ profit.’ Being one of the most admired and sought-after 
singers on the folk song club scene means that pressure of 
bookings no longer allows Roy Harris to act as organiser for 
the NTMC, though he appears with its resident group, ‘Notts 
Alliance’ as often as possible. Few singers have such a vigor-
ous. broad-ranging, fresh-sounding folk song repertory as Roy 
Harris, and none can handle it more convincingly. A rare chap.

TURPIN HERO In choosing heroes, the folk are weird. 
Dick Turpin, an East End butcher’s boy, commenced his wild 
career by stealing cattle in West Ham and selling the beef, 
door to door. Pursued by the law, he took to housebreaking 
and highway robbery. Things became hot, he retired, got into 
a squabble over a gamecock, was arrested, unmasked, and 
hanged on April 6, 1739. Ignoble enough; even the celebrated 
ride to York was not his (it was performed by the bandit 
‘Nicks’ Nevison in 1676), but somehow Turpin became a leg-
endary hero. Several apocryphal adventures were strung into 
an epic ballad that did brisk business as a broadside. But over 
the years, it got whittled down till only the exploit with the 
lawyer remained. Sam Weller knew the song, so did Stephen 
Dedalus. Miraculously, it still remains green.

THE BONNY GREEN WOODS The romantic European 
story-song of the girl afraid to keep a rendezvous with her 
lover for fear he rapes her, and afraid not to for fear of his 
anger, acquired magical overtones as it spread to the mists of 
Scotland. Northern singers gave it a new twist by introducing 
a witch who suggests the girl might dope the lover with herbs, 
so she could visit him and be gone with impunity. Gradually 
the magic bits dropped out (especially as the ballad seeped 
south again), leaving a mysterious gap in the narrative. It 
has remained a good favourite in Scotland (where it’s sung 
to a version of the famous tune known in America as Shady 
Grove), and among English country singers it has turned 
up repeatedly in the 20th century in an area extending from 
East Anglia to the Welsh border, and from North of the Wash 
down to Somerset. In Roy Harris’s version, the words are 
mainly those of a Lincolnshire servant girl. Anne Hiles. The 
tune, however, is based on one noted by Vaughan Williams in 
Hereford. 
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THE DEATH OF BILL BROWN When the practice of 
enclosing common-land for the benefit of lofty landlords was 
stepped up in the 18th century, it caused hardship and fierce 
resentment over the broad acres. For some reason. resistance 
to this injustice was specially fierce in the triangle roughly 
bounded by Sheffield, Lincoln and Nottingham, and within 
this area for more than half a century there was virtual guer-
rilla war between poacher and keeper. The sullen bloodshot 
ballad of Bill Brown. who was shot dead at Brightside, near 
Sheffield, in 1769, is characteristic of the poacher broadsides 
that moved the disaffected villagers of that time (and for long 
after), The tune was noted in Lincolnshire by Frank Kidson’s 
devoted informant. Mr Lolley, about eighty years ago.

THE THREE BUTCHERS A butcher on his way to pay for 
goods bought on credit rides to the aid of a woman in ap-
parent distress and she fatally betrays him. ‘Don Quixote in 
tweeds’ says a lofty scholar. Common folk, who don’t see why 
knight-errants in armour should have the monopoly of chiv-
alry, have had special affection for the song all over the British 
Isles and in Canada and the United States. It first appeared 
in print (credited to a certain Paul Burges) just about three 
hundred years ago. and pretty well every broadside printer 
of note published versions subsequently. Roy Harris had the 
song from Cyril Tawney.

THE ULLSWATER PACK The words of hunting songs, with 
all their local ‘in’ references. seldom amount to a row of beans. 
but the songs often survive on the strength of good choruses, 
and the present one, heard by Paul Goulding of Nottingham 
while on holiday in the Lake District, is no exception. Inci-
dentally, the huntsmen of the fells, who chase the fox on foot, 
produce less painfully literary-sounding songs than the high-
mounted, high-handed pink-coat brigade further south.

POOR OWD ‘OSS All over Europe at Midwinter the animal 
guisers come out, one disguised as a totemic beast - goat, ram, 
deer, horse, stork even - surrounded by a rowdy company of
raggletaggle dancers, singers and noisemakers, down-at-heel 
descendants of the ancient animal gods and their attendant 
spirits. They sing for good luck and the price of a pint outside 
the cottage windows. The theory that the custom is originally 
Scandinavian is unconvincing. Wales has been great on horse-
guising. See too Nottinghamshire, where Miss M. H. Mason 
collected the basis of Roy Harris’s version (he added bits from 
Miss C. Freeman. of Cuckney, Notts, who remembers the 
custom from her childhood, attached to a Christmastide folk 
play, and who provided the form of the opening dialogue). 
Detached from custom, the song has had a brisk life on in-
numerable broadsides, and has even turned up in the form of 
a sea-shanty.

GENERAL LUDD’S TRIUMPH Who was Ludd? Myth or 
reality? Notably in the years 1810-16 there were outbreaks of 
machine-wrecking and mill-burning among weavers. stocking-
knitters and the like resulting in thousands of pounds worth of 
damage and scores of hanging and transportations. Why?
Wages were going down, unemployment was going up, the 
new-fangled machines and the social system that went with 
them were seen as the cause of misery. Nottinghamshire was 
one of the great centres of the secret society of General Ludd, 
with its oaths, passwords, and Guevara-like plans of attack. 
We owe our knowledge of the song to a copy in the Public Re-
cords Office, a copy perhaps seized and filed away by the mili-
tary authorities (12,000 troops were deployed in the troubled 
counties). lt was prescribed to be sung to the tune of Dibdin’s 
Poor Jack, but Roy Harris preferred to make his own tune.
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POVERTY KNOCK This song has taken on a new lease of 
life since 1965 when A. E. Green recorded it from an elderly 
weaver of Batley, who had started work in the mills some sixty 
years previously, and remembered the song from then. The 
clatter of the old Dobbie loom sounded as if it was saying: 
‘Poverty knock!’ all the time. One verse refers to a woman in-
jured by being struck by a flying shuttle. That no-one went to 
her aid was not due to hardheartedness but to the economic 
anxiety of poor weavers on piecework, who lost money if they 
stopped.

THE STREAMS OF LOVELY NANCY One of the loveli-
est jumbles in English folk song. Impossible (so far) to know 
what it’s all about. A large number of versions have turned up 
from all over the place, even as far afield as Newfoundland, 
most of them handsome, all of them garbled. The chances 
are it’s a lyrical sailors’ song, 18th century, West Country in 
origin. It’s been irresistible to singers and none has been able 
to explain it. Folklorists have offered theories, about Cornish 
tin ‘streamers’ (who wash for ore) or about miracles on St Mi-
chael’s Mount or associations with the Virgin’s ‘Castle of Love’ 
in the medieval religious poem called Cursor Mundi, without 
convincing us. A hymn to Mary the mother of God? More 
likely to Nancy, the sailor’s fickle sweetheart.

ROBIN HOOD AND THE TANNER Blind Henry Lar-
combe, 82 years old, sang this version to Cecil Sharp on two 
successive days in September 1903, and each time, and verse 
by verse he varied the melody gracefully. Lacking a record-
ing machine, and unable to catch the flying improvisations 
immediately by ear, Sharp got the patient old singer to repeat 
the song over and again for nearly an hour at a time. The vari-
ations Sharp was able to display provide an object lesson for 
young singers in the art of how to keep a song ever fresh. The 
tune, which is attached to at least ten separate Robin Hood bal-
lads, is a variant of one that appeared under the title of  ‘Arthur 
a Bland’ in an anonymous ballad opera, The Jovial Crew, in 
1731. Did it go from tradition to stage or vice versa? Arthur 
a Bland is, in fact, the full name of the ‘bold Arthur’ of our 
present ballad.

THE ‘ROYAL OAK’ A favourite old song, often re-made 
to fit various vessels and sundry skippers. The commonest 
broadsides attribute the adventure to the ‘Marigold’, captain 
Mansfield and in this version, usually sung to the familiar old 
Lazarus tune, the song has turned up from Aberdeenshire (in 
the repertory of the phenomenal Bell Robertson) to Devon 
(where Baring Gould and Sharp both found several sing-
ers who knew it). Charles Firth thought it referred to a fight 
with seven Arab vessels off the Barbary coast in 1669, but he 
doesn’t support his conjecture. An octogenarian labourer, of 
Haslemere, Surrey, Moses Mansfield, provided the version 
used here by Roy Harris. The tune is a handsome cousin of 
Bruton Town. Early, Early All in the Spring and other well-
favoured melodies.
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STRIKE THE BELL Henry Clay Work (1832-84), a Chicago 
printer, wrote Marching through Georgia, The Ship that Never 
Returned, Grandfather’s Clock and other immortal pieces. 
including Ring the Bell, Watchman, one of the most parodied 
of all 19th century popular songs. Australian sheep-hands had 
their version. called Click Ga the Shears, and British sailors 
turned it into a work-weary appeal for the second mate to 
sound the signal for the end of the watch - Strike the Bell.
Henry Work wrote the song in 1865, so presumably the sailor 
version arose during the time of changeover from sail to 
steam. Late on, anyway.

McCAFFERTY Of all traditional army ballads, this one leads 
the most energetic life and is taken most seriously by its listen-
ers. Who was McCafferty? Even his name is vague; some say 
McCaffery. others McCassery. There’s general agreement that 
he served in the 42nd Regiment (i.e., the Black Watch). Most 
versions name his depot as Fulwood Barracks, near Preston. 
But as to the name of the captain whom the soldier meant to 
kill, there’s no concurrence at all - Hammond, Hamilton, Han-
son, Neal, Nill, Nolan are but a few offered by singers. Much 
is unexplained: the Black Watch has never been stationed in 
Lancashire. And why should the trial, as generally agreed, take
place at Liverpool Assizes instead of by court martial? Most 
likely the ballad is a dream conceived by a disaffected soldier, 
perhaps Irish, some time in the latter half of the 19th century, 
with the old 1798 Croppy Boy ballad at the back of his mind. 
Anyway, if it’s short on historical fact, it’s evidently strong on 
psychological truth for no other barrack room ballad so grips 
the imagination. Roy Harris learnt it in the Royal Artillery in 
1951.

ALL THROUGH THE ALE In the latter days of sail our 
seamen had a favourite foc’sle song, good for bawling, called 
Noggin Boots or Across the Western Ocean, concerning the 
sailor, boots scuffed, shirt-tail looking out for better weather, 
who has spent all his money on liquor and ladies, and now 
faces a dismal transatlantic trip. Australian bushworkers had 
their similar version, called Across the Western Plains. Both 
songs are based on the English farmworker’s complaint called 
All through the Ale. Roy Harris got his good set of the song 
from Mrs Smedley. of Matlock, in Derbyshire.
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